About Us
We Help You Leverage the Innovation
of the Cloud to Improve Your Business
For over a decade, 2nd Watch has walked alongside our clients to help them navigate and embrace change to
provide better customer experiences through the blend of technology and innovation that is at our core. Our
best of breed services deliver cloud native capabilities in strategic consulting, workload design, technology deployments
and workload management to enable our clients to have the agility of a growth company and the security of a leader.
As one of the first companies to become an AWS Premier Consulting Partner, we’re also a Microsoft Azure Gold Partner,
a Google Cloud Partner and an audited, approved and accredited Managed Service Partner—offering you a team of
highly-trained, 100% cloud-focused experts.

INVOLVE.
SOLVE.
EVOLVE.
2nd Watch’s Cloud Services
solutions are tailored for our
clients and utilize a combination
of expertise, automation and
software to achieve faster
business outcomes that work
the first time. We get involved
with you and your business
to solve challenges or exploit
market opportunities and
evolve your business to
be more competitive. The
result for our clients is a faster
adoption rate, more agility and
greater business value. Our
approach has been successful
for some of the world’s leading
brands and is tested, trusted
and proven to accelerate your
cloud adoption.
Our consultants walk alongside
you through your journey to
the cloud, from Assessment to
Management. We help clients
modernize their businesses
with our core practice areas:

Cloud-Native & DevOps

We help you define your Cloud Native and DevOps approach, evaluate your
process and automation to determine more agile implementation and development
practices, design and build your continuous integration and delivery pipeline and
machine image factory to ensure compliance, security and governance, design
and build automation and orchestration, and design and build your Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) platform.

Mass Migration

Our mass migration program is designed to get you up and running in the cloud
fast while maintaining business continuity. 2nd Watch has a proven methodology
from design and deployment through management.

Security & Compliance

2nd Watch has been securing global brands’ public and internal
workloads for over a decade with a trusted approach based on
cloud best practices and an industry leading cloud management
platform. We are the only cloud-native company to earn cloud
SOC2 compliance.

Optimization

Behind our solutions for cloud optimization is a team of experienced data
scientists, architects, and software that help you maximize the performance and
returns of your cloud assets. We provide consulting and reporting services to give
you the visibility necessary to make data-driven decisions and apply our 6 pillars
of cloud optimization, reducing your costs by 25–40% over self-management
or software alone.

Managed Services

Our Managed Cloud Solutions have helped clients save 42% more than managing
cloud services alone. We help our clients tailor and integrate managed cloud
solutions that holistically and proactively encompass the operating, financial, and
technical requirements for scaling long-term use of public cloud.

Data & Analytics

Being data-driven is a mindset. Our approach is action-oriented so you have
frequent wins to share with your team—early and often—building momentum and
credibility, utilizing best-practices and secure engagements for your data initiatives.
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